QUALIFIED CRANE TRAINING AND CONSULTING NOW OFFERING
REGIONAL SEMINARS

According to OSHA crane incident data – 70% of crane incidents can be prevented with training!

We are partnering with the National Safety Council Ohio Chapter to bring the training to a location near you! Seats are limited reserve yours today!

Location: Youngstown, Ohio

Sept 12, 2022 - $495
Course: CCM-600 Crane Compliance for Managers

Sept 13-15, 2022 - $1895
Course: CE-500 Overhead Crane Electrical Maintenance -including extra day of hands on

Sept 16, 2022 - $595
Course: CE-501 - Overhead Crane Electrical Print Reading and Troubleshooting

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.qualifiedcranetraining.com info@qualifiedcranetraining.com 1-800-704-8730

✔ OSHA 1910.179 says adjustments, repairs and inspections on cranes can only be performed by designated and qualified personnel
✔ ASME B30.2 says training and certification of all personal who inspect or maintain the electrical, mechanical, or structural components of a crane, is required
✔ CMAA says that crane technicians and inspectors shall receive training.
✔ OSHA 1910 Subpart S requires training for all those who perform electrical work
✔ OSHA 1910.179 says a preventative maintenance program based on the manufacturer’s recommendations shall be required

Call us for promotional or multi-student discounts

WE HELP YOU INVEST IN YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSET – YOUR PEOPLE